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Xu Fengliang felt that in front of the two wealthy families of Lu and Xu, Mr. Chu might not
even have the ability to protect himself, how could he use his own power to force the two
wealthy families back?

However, in the face of Xu Fengliang’s doubts, Xu Lei did shake her head and chuckle.

“How can you know the power of my Mark brother?” With a smile on her pretty face, Xu
Lei immediately took out her mobile phone and called Mark.

She felt that all of this was related to her brother Mark.

Although reason told her, Mark did not have the qualifications to make these two giants
bow their heads.

However, in many cases, perceptual is higher than rational.

However, hearing Xu Lei’s words, Xu Fengliang still remained suspicious.

Until, after the call was connected, Xu Lei asked Mark.

“Brother Mark, should the changes of the Lu Xu family be related to you?” Without extra
greetings and politeness, Xu Lei did ask straightforwardly after the phone was
connected.

“What happened?” Mark was curious and seemed completely unaware.

Xu Fengliang suddenly smiled when he heard this.

Sure enough, as he expected, this matter has nothing to do with Mark.

“Patriarch, I just said that you were thinking too much. Even if the Lu Xu family really
offended someone, it would definitely not be Mr. Chu~” Xu Fengliang shook his head
and smiled.

But Xu Lei ignored it, and continued to ask Mark.



“It’s that the Lu family moved out of the Lu family’s old house, Lu He was suspended,
and Xu Haisheng from the Xu family…

“Xu Lei told Mark briefly about the ending of Lu Xu’s family. After Mark heard it, he
smiled faintly: “Really?

“These should be Li Hongze’s handwriting.”

“Before, Li Hongze said he wanted to give me an explanation. It seems that this should
be the explanation he wants to give me.

“Huh?” Xu Fengliang who was on the side was stunned when he heard this, and his
eyes suddenly widened. Could it be that this incident of the Lu Xu family really has
something to do with Mr. Chu? But, how is this possible? Xu Fengliang is full of heart.
Shocking. He didn’t dare to imagine what kind of power a person had to make the Lu Xu
family bow their heads? Before, Xu Fengliang thought that perhaps these Lu Xu family
would become Mark’s gravediggers. Xu Fengliang He even planned that when Mark
died, he would regain control of the Xu family and replace Xu Lei. After all, the
inheritance of his father’s inheritance is an ancestral training for thousands of years. Xu
Lei is a female generation, and sooner or later he will marry. , Become the
daughter-in-law of someone else’s family. At that time, if Xu Fengliang cannot hold the
control of the family in his own hands, then their Xu family’s generations of foundations
should not fall into the hands of foreigners? Before, Xu Fengliang did not dare to touch
Xu Lei, mainly because Mark’s sword hangs high above the Xu family. Many people
know that Xu Lei has a close relationship with Mark. The position of Xu Lei, the head of
the Xu family, was also pushed up by Mark. It can be said that without Mark’s support
Xu Lei definitely has no place today. If Mark really fell in the hands of the wealthy Lu and
Xu, Xu Fengliang would naturally be fearless. However, now it seems that Xu Fengliang
thinks more. Mark’s strength is far away. It exceeded Xu Fengliang’s expectations. “It
seems that this young man is afraid that there is a terrible background and power hidden
in him?

“Thinking of this, Xu Fengliang’s fear and trepidation towards Mark are undoubtedly
more intense. All the previous unruly thoughts disappeared in an instant.

Many people know that Xu Lei is close to Mark.

The position of Xu Lei, the head of the Xu family, was also pushed up by Mark.

It can be said that without Mark’s support, Xu Lei would never be where she is today.

If Mark really fell into the hands of the wealthy Lu and Xu, Xu Fengliang would naturally
be fearless.

However, now it seems that Xu Fengliang is thinking too much.

Mark’s strength was far beyond Xu Fengliang’s expectations.



“It seems that this young man is afraid that there is an unusually terrifying background
and power hidden in him?” Thinking of this, Xu Fengliang’s fear and fear of Mark are
undoubtedly more intense.

All the previous bad thoughts disappeared in an instant.

Many people know that Xu Lei is close to Mark.

The position of Xu Lei, the head of the Xu family, was also pushed up by Mark.

It can be said that without Mark’s support, Xu Lei would never be where she is today.

If Mark really fell into the hands of the wealthy Lu and Xu, Xu Fengliang would naturally
be fearless.

However, now it seems that Xu Fengliang is thinking too much.

Mark’s strength was far beyond Xu Fengliang’s expectations.

“It seems that this young man is afraid that there is an unusually terrifying background
and power hidden in him?” Thinking of this, Xu Fengliang’s fear and fear of Mark are
undoubtedly more intense.

All the previous bad thoughts disappeared in an instant.

Chapter 2302

Xu Fengliang was a little scared at once, but fortunately, he had not attacked Xu Lei
before, otherwise his fate would definitely not be much better than that of Lu Cangqiong
and Xu Junlin.

However, Xu Fengliang’s thoughts were only expressed in his heart, and he never dared
to show them.

On the bright side, he repeatedly admired Mr. Chu’s majesty and expressed his
admiration and appreciation for Mark.

At the same time, Xu Fengliang also asked Xu Lei: “Patriarch, you ask Mr. Chu, what
method do you use to make the Lu and Xu family bow their heads?” “In the future, if the
two families provoke the Xu family again, we might be able to Learn from it?” Xu Feng
asked curiously.

However, Xu Lei did not listen to Xu Fengliang’s words. After learning that her brother
Mark did it, Xu Lei was delighted to say: “I knew that this matter must be Mark’s
handwriting.”



Brother Mark, now that the crisis in Noirfork has been resolved, when will you come to
Gritsberg and look at me?” Xu Lei acted like a baby and chatted with Mark for a while.

Then, he also hung up the phone.

Upon seeing this, Xu Fengliang hurriedly asked again: “Patriarch, can Mr. Chu say
anything? What method did he use to trample down the two giants, Lu and Xu?” At first,
Xu Lei ignored him.

Instead, he lowered his head and arranged the desk in front of him.

It wasn’t until Xu Fengliang asked again that Xu Lei said, “Second Uncle, don’t you think
you asked too much?” “I…”

Xu Fengliang’s old face twitched, and the whole person was stunned.

Xu Lei raised her head, but continued to look at him: “Second Uncle, I advise you, my
brother Mark’s details are not something you can watch?” “I know, you have been to me
and brother Mark all the time. “I think Xu Lei is not worthy of being the head of the Xu
family.”

“I also know that you have been planning, waiting for my brother Mark’s power to be
destroyed by the Lu Xu family. Will attack me in the family.”

“This…

This is nothing~” Xu Fengliang suddenly panicked when he heard this, and only felt
terrified in his heart. I only felt that his thoughts had been seen through by the young girl
in front of him. At this moment, Xu Fengliang felt that he was even more unable to see
through. I am a niece. Xu Lei smiled lightly at Xu Fengliang’s explanation: “Second
Uncle, you don’t have to be afraid.

“Whether you have this idea or not, I don’t care.

“Because, you now pose no threat to me at all.

“So, it’s enough to set your own position and do your own thing.”

“Some thoughts, it’s better not to move.”

“Xu Lei looked at her second uncle, with a delicate and pretty face with a gentle smile.
However, this smile fell in Xu Fengliang’s eyes, and it made people feel a little bit shy.
For the first time, Xu Fengliang was facing a When she was a weak woman, her heart
trembled. After Xu Lei said these words, she left the study and returned to the room to
rest. However, these words of her were definitely not bluffing Xu Fengliang. For her
second uncle, Xu Lei Is there no defense? As early as Mark helped her become the Xu
family’s Patriarch, Xu Lei had secretly replaced many people in the key position of the
Xu family. It can be said that all those who control the family’s key industries now It’s Xu



Lei’s person. Even if Mark is really unpredictable, Xu Fengliang will never be so easy to
usurp the throne. What’s more, in the land of Gritsberg, there is the Xue family taking
care of Xu Lei.

As early as after Mark helped her become the Patriarch of the Xu Family, Xu Lei had
secretly replaced many people in key positions in the Xu Family.

It can be said that Xu Lei’s people are now in control of the family’s key industries.

Even if Mark was really unpredictable, Xu Fengliang would never be so easy to usurp
the throne.

What’s more, in the land of Gritsberg, there is the Xue family taking care of Xu Lei.

As early as after Mark helped her become the Patriarch of the Xu Family, Xu Lei had
secretly replaced many people in key positions in the Xu Family.

It can be said that Xu Lei’s people are now in control of the family’s key industries.

Even if Mark was really unpredictable, Xu Fengliang would never be so easy to usurp
the throne.

What’s more, in the land of Gritsberg, there is the Xue family taking care of Xu Lei.
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